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Need for a Research and Innovation Policy

Directorate of Urban Land Transport (DULT) brought out its "Research and Innovation Policy" in

2021 to provide an enabling ecosystem that actively supports research and nurtures innovation in

urban mobility. Centre for Research & Innovation (CERI) has been set up under DULT to realize the

objectives of the Policy.

Hence, a formal policy with 

defined objectives will provide 

the necessary impetus to 

support research initiatives 

and accelerate innovation in 

sustainable urban mobility.

The pace of technological and 

social changes in the past few 

decades have left a mark on the 

nature of urban mobility, and it is 

expected that disruptive ideas 

and technologies would be de 

rigueur in future.

The challenge is to 

develop bespoke

solutions, necessitating 

investments on 

research and 

innovation in urban 

mobility. 

DULT’s Research and Innovation Policy aims to provide an enabling ecosystem that actively

supports research, and nurtures innovation, in line with UN’s Sustainable Development Goal 11 -

Sustainable Cities and Communities - and its sub-goal to “provide access to safe, affordable,

accessible, and sustainable transport systems for all”.

Policy Objectives

To promote and engage in research on 

urban mobility systems with focus on 

ecological sustainability, accessibility and 

inclusivity.

To leverage the existing innovation system in 

urban mobility to support and promote 

disruptive ideas and solutions, relating to 

mobility of people and goods.

OBJECTIVE 1 OBJECTIVE 2

Research and Innovation themes at intersection of DULT’s urban mobility focus areas and enablers

Focus areas 

Sustainable Urban 

Mobility Focus Areas

ENABLERS

Technology             Design                   Process

Active Mobility

● Data acquisition 

tools

● Enhanced planning, 

management and 

monitoring tools 

● Mobility as a Service

● Safe infrastructure

● Tactical urbanism

● Efficient land use 

and transport 

integration

● Effective 

Collaboration 

● Outcome 

focused 

planning

● Enhanced 

accountability

Public Transport

Micro Mobility

Urban Freight

Travel Demand 

Management



Programs under the policy

Programs stemming from Objective 2

CART

ASPIRE

CALIPER

RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP

APPRENTICE RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP

Research fellows from academic institutions

A tool- Capture of Learnings and Insights from Project

Execution and Review (CALIPER) is developed and

administered internally every quarter from

organisational verticals to create a knowledge

repository.

An Annual research programme or encouraging

identification of priority research areas in the field of

urban mobility considering both technology- and

policy-oriented research.

Annual “call for research topics” (CART) soliciting

research ideas and suggestions from stakeholders in

government.

INNOVATE @ DULT

• Innovate@DULT is the flagship program

to proactively support, implement and

fund innovative initiatives in sustainable

urban mobility.

• DULT will consider funding

implementation of pilots of innovative

technologies/ products/ process

solutions in urban mobility through

testbeds/living labs.

• Sufficient project management and

other resources including funds will be

earmarked to implement

testbeds/living labs, measure results
and disseminate findings under the

umbrella of Innovate@DULT

programme of DULT.

Onboarding undergraduate and post-graduate

research fellows

Programs stemming from Objective 1

Annual Timeline
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suggestions 
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Inhouse/ 
Collaborative 
Testbed Ideas

Testbed planning 

and execution

Testbed 
Ideas from 
Innovators

Research Initiatives Testbeds Fellowship Program

Research 
suggestions 
from DULT’s 
Technical 

group 
members

Research 
suggestions 

from 
government 
stakeholders

Research 

Project 

Execution

All year round


